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Interview with Stéphane Soulard, General Manager of Polyway

Attractive, customized
and durable
Offering enhanced strength and impact resistance, fiberglass reinforced polyester is used for
diverse manufacturing applications. Polyway employs the composite material in the context
of water. The French company supplies storage tanks, fish farming basins and even floating
structures for ports, lakes and rivers that are attractively designed, individually customizable
and highly durable.
Polyway develops, fabricates and

for water-related

markets a broad variety of prod-

applications.”

ucts made from fiberglass rein-

Today, Polyway

forced polyester. The company’s

is a flourishing

portfolio includes custom-designed

business with 40

solutions for the storage, transport

skilled employ-

and treatment of water, solutions

ees, more than

for various aquaculture applica-

seven million

tions and floating solutions used

EUR in sales and

in marine or inland water environ-

state-of-the-art

ments, such as restrooms, show-

production equip-

ers or storehouses. Equipped with

ment. “Four years

its design unit, Polyway covers the

ago, we invested over 2.5 million

wastewater which account for

share of 20% by 2018.” Polyway’s

entire value chain, from product

EUR in new manufacturing tech-

80% of overall sales. The remain-

internationalization strategy is

development and engineering to

nology which not only increased

ing 20% falls to fiberglass rein-

backed by more than 40 years of

manufacturing and logistics. The

our efficiency but also improved

forced polyester products for fish,

experience in processing compos-

company was established in 1973.

working conditions and reduced

shellfish, oyster, water plant and

ite materials, a flexible organization

“In the first years, we manufac-

our impact on the environment,”

algae farming, high-end floating

close to the customer and ample

tured hulls for fishing boats,” Gen-

states Mr. Soulard.

solutions for marinas, ports or any

production capacity for meeting

other aquatic environment, and

the tightest delivery deadlines. “We

Polyway modular floating restrooms are attractively designed and can be adapted to individual requirements

eral Manager Stéphane Soulard

Polyway water storage tanks are available in a broad range of sizes

describes the origins of the com-

The largest Polyway business unit

comprehensive services including

want to develop the company as a

pany. “Since 1979, we have been

is tanks for the storage, transport

repairs, modifications and up-

team that includes all employees,”

processing composite materials

and treatment of rainwater or

grades. Polyway exports 10% of its

states Mr. Soulard.

❙

composite products, to customers
in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Scandinavia, Germany, Turkey and North
Africa. “The French market is very
competitive,” says Mr. Soulard.
“This is why we put a strong focus
on continuous innovation. In addition, we want to further expand our
Polyway offers a wide selection of highquality tanks for fish farming
EUROPEAN
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international activities. Our goal
is to achieve a minimum export

Polyway

BP 68, rue du Pré du Pas
44490 Le Croisic
France
 +33 2 40231433
 +33 2 40230808
 contact@polyway.fr
 www.polyway.fr
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Interview with Olivier Caspar, General Manager of Verreries Brosse S.A.S.

Creative
glassmaking
Glass is a wonderful material which can be
processed into almost any desired form.
Turning its customers’ ideas into aesthetic
glass products for high-end perfumes and
spirits, Verreries Brosse S.A.S. is master of
this trade. The French company covers everything from precious vials for exclusive fragrances to universal containers for standard
items.

Verreries Brosse has the latest, state-of-the-art production equipment

Verreries Brosse produces glass

includes four other glass process-

Vetri Speciali is the group’s expert

and high-end spirits. The company

containers for luxury perfumery

ing companies: Zignago Vetro

for specialty glass containers. The

has its own technical design and

and high-quality spirits. Founded

S.p.A., Huta Szkła Czechy S.A.,

company operates three produc-

product development depart-

more than 100 years ago, the

Vetri Speciali S.p.A. and Vetreco

tion facilities in the northeast of

ment transforming the customers’

company is situated in Normandy,

S.r.l.

Italy and offers a broad selection of

specific ideas into exclusive, indi-

in an area with a long tradition

both standard bottles in nine differ-

vidually tailored glass containers.

in manufacturing exclusive vials

With manufacturing plants near

ent colours and completely tailor-

Verreries Brosse is also equipped

for fragrances. “We develop and

Florence and Venice, the parent

made containers with unique, so-

with fully automated production

produce the bottles including the

company Zignago Vetro produces

phisticated styles produced in any

lines and state-of-the-art furnaces.

decoration, but with the exception

standard and customized glass

required quantity, from the small-

“Since our acquisition by Zignago

of the closure,” explains General

containers for cosmetics, perfum-

est lot sizes to large production

Vetro in 2002, we have invested

Manager Olivier Caspar. Verreries

ery, food and beverages. The wide

runs. The fifth glassware firm in

a lot in automated manufacturing

Brosse is part of the Italian Zignago

product variety for the cosmetics

the group is Vetreco, which is spe-

technology,” states Mr. Caspar.

Vetro Group, a leading supplier

and perfumery sector consists of

cialized in glass cullet treatment.

“We are constantly improving our

of glass containers for cosmetics,

bottles for fragrances, nail polish,

Located near Rome, the recycling

production processes in order to

perfumery, food and beverages.

skin care and cream jars, while the

company was established in 2013

combine the advantages of our two

food and beverages range includes

and turns used glass into precious

core competences: semi-automatic

Majority owned by the Italian Mar-

high-quality jars, such as for baby

raw materials for new glass prod-

manufacturing, which has evolved

zotto family, the group also pro-

food and bottles for wine, sparkling

ucts. “Glass can be 100% recycled

from the craftsmanship of tra-

duces a wide selection of special

wines, olive oil and distillates.

for an unlimited number of times,

ditional glassmaking, and fully

glass containers and individually

For both markets, containers are

without compromising on quality or

automated manufacturing for large

customized bottles for premium

custom-designed to meet the cli-

durability,” explains Mr. Caspar.

production runs,” says Mr. Caspar.

wines, champagnes, liquors and

ent’s specific requirements. Based

olive oils. “This way, we can meet

in Poland, close to the capital War-

Verreries Brosse manufactures

us with a highly sustainable com-

the requirements of both the mass

saw, Huta Szkła Czechy covers the

hollow containers in flint and col-

petitive edge.”

market and the luxury segment,”

same target market range, with a

oured glass. The product portfolio

states Mr. Caspar. Besides Ver-

particular focus on Eastern Europe

comprises top-quality glass pack-

reries Brosse, Zignago Vetro Group

and products for the mass market.

aging for perfumes, toilet waters

EUROPEAN
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“This unique combination provides

›››
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››› Interview with Olivier Caspar, General Manager of Verreries Brosse S.A.S.
further enhance our international

Verreries Brosse S.A.S.

market position and develop Bro-

34, rue Théodule Gérin
76390 Vieux Rouen sur Bresle
France

sse USA into a sales organization

 +33 2 35934502
 +33 2 35946944

“As a flexible, customer-oriented

 info@verreriesbrosse.com
 www.zignagovetro.com

relations with our regular custom-

for the group’s entire Glass business unit,” explains Mr. Caspar.

In brief
Core Competence
Glass processing

Facts & Figures

Thanks to its perfect blend of

phy of Verreries Brosse. “With our

we aim to further strengthen our

traditional craftsmanship and

small, effective team and our flat

presence in other fast-evolving

advanced automation technology,

hierarchies with fast decision-

glassware markets across Europe

Verreries Brosse can deliver both

making, we are more agile than

as well as in the Middle East and

fully customized glass containers

our larger competitors and are able

North America.”

• Founded: over 100 years
ago
• Structure: 100% subsidiary of Zignago Vetro
S.p.A., Italy
• Branch offices: Brosse
USA, New Jersey
• Employees: 342
• Turnover: over 300 million
EUR (Glass business unit)
• Export: Europe, Middle
East and USA

in small quantities and standard

to complete the most sophisticated

bottles in large series at competi-

customer projects.”

Verreries Brosse participates in

Products & Services

manufacturer, we have privileged
ers in France and are recognized
as a reliable, high-quality supplier.
Apart from the domestic market,

tive prices. “We supply the entire

many high-profile exhibitions

range of glass containers required

Verreries Brosse has 342 employ-

across the globe, including Cosmo-

by the customer, from individually

ees and, together with the other

prof Worldwide Bologna, the

designed, precious vials for luxury

firms in Zignago Vetro’s Glass busi-

leading international event for the

products to more standardized

ness unit, turns over more than

professional beauty sector, Luxe

containers for the mass market,”

300 million EUR. The company

Pack in Monaco and New York,

explains Mr. Caspar. Another

supplies to luxury fragrance firms

the annual meeting of interna-

competitive strength of the French

and high-class spirits businesses

tional creators of luxury product

glassmaking firm: As a medium-

all over the world. Verreries Bro-

packaging, and PCD Paris, one

sized enterprise, it is highly flexible

sse has a sales office in the USA

of the leading trade fairs for the

and responsive to individual cus-

through Zignago Glass USA, which

packaging of cosmetic products.

tomer demands. “We aim to be as

is focused on the distribution of

In addition, in cooperation with its

close to the customer as possible,”

glass containers for cosmetics

sister companies in the Zignago

Mr. Caspar describes the philoso-

and perfumery. “Our goal is to

Vetro Group, Verreries Brosse exhibits at other major fairs in Dubai
and Moscow. “We operate in a
highly concentrated market with
a limited number of clients,” says
Mr. Caspar. “This is why we have
a strong presence at the world’s
main industry events and exhibitions to communicate our unique

Glass containers for luxury
perfumery and high-quality
spirits

Target Groups

• Luxury fragrance firms
• Cosmetics companies
• High-class spirits
businesses

Fairs & Exhibitions

• Cosmoprof Worldwide
Bologna
• Luxe Pack Monaco and
New York

Philosophy

Turning ideas into glass

Future

Continued international
expansion and development
in automatic processes

combination of core competences.
This is also where we aim to spot
the latest trends in the glass packaging sector. We can only be successful if we are able to anticipate
Fully-automated manufacturing is employed for more standardized products and
larger production runs
EUROPEAN
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our customers’ requirements and
preferences.”
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Interview with Michel Malgouyres, Managing Director of SCALEO Medical

Medical innovator with
global ambitions
The medical technology market is very competitive. Businesses operating in this demanding sector need to have a distinct innovation
strategy to keep abreast of the competition. A perfect example of
successful innovation and product development is SCALEO Medical.
The French company is focused on medical niche applications with
unmet demand and develops customized solutions for an increasingly global clientele. Already selling to 30 countries all over the world,
the medical technology firm is now targeting the fast-evolving US
market.

focuses on high-end solutions, of-

SCALEO Medical is a French medi-

SCALEO Medical produces innova-

Malgouyres. “Currently, we have

company has a close-knit network

cal technology firm offering medi-

tive medical weighing equipment,

an export share of just over 10%

of sales people and medical rep-

cal weighing systems, respiratory

including weighing chairs, special

and sell to 30 countries from Eu-

resentatives; abroad, the company

equipment, patient transfer solu-

weighing systems for patient lift-

rope to the Middle East and Asia.

works together with recognized

tions and hygiene equipment, duly

ers and unique patient transfer

Our distributors are fairly new,

medical product distributors. “Our

under the quality norms ISO 9001

solutions, such as mobile lifters,

and we expect our turnover to rise

strength is that we are constantly

and ISO 13485. The company

free standing lift systems, ceiling

sharply due to the active promo-

looking for new customized solu-

was originally established under

mounted hoists, manual transfer

tion of our products abroad. This

tions, applications and innovative

the name of PRAXIS Healthcare in

systems and shower trolleys. The

year, our main new target market is

products. This strategy leads us to

1996. In 2001, PRAXIS Healthcare

comprehensive selection medical

the USA, as the drop in the value

deposit one or two patents every

was restructured and started as a

devices is rounded off by high-tech

of the Euro gives us a competitive

year,” Mr. Malgouyres describes

holding company with two subsidi-

respiratory care solutions and spe-

advantage against products sold in

the innovation strategy of SCALEO

aries: PRAXIS Medical Technolo-

cial hygiene equipment.

USD now.” In addition to its own

Medical.

gies and SCALEO Medical. “PRAX-

fering above-average quality, functionality and durability. Beneficiaries are mainly hospitals, intensive
care units, rehabilitation centers
and nursing homes. In France, the

❙

products, SCALEO

IS Medical Technologies distributes

The group had consolidated rev-

Medical dis-

our products on the French

enues of nine million EUR in 2014,

tributes

market, while SCALEO Medical

doubling its turnover in two years,

third-party

develops and manufactures all

and expects to grow by 50% again

brands. In

medical devices and also sells to

this year. “The main part of this

both seg-

the export market,” explains Man-

growth will come from enhanced

ments, the

aging Director Michel Malgouyres.

internationalization,” states Mr.

company

SCALEO Medical

Parc 2000, 107 rue Dassin
34080 Montpellier
France
 +33 4 67 72 94 86
 +33 4 99 74 01 79

Poweo® 200
patient transfer solution,
equipped with a tilting
electric suspension

 info@scaleomedical.com
 www.scaleomedical.com
EUROPEAN
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Interview with Alain Cassam Chenai, CEO of Embryolisse Paris

The cream for models
Consumers look out for a skin care range that supports the well-being of their skin without
irritating and damaging it. Their dermatologist will point to Embryolisse. The French cosmetics company has been developing dermo-cosmetic skin products for more than 65 years. Its
best-selling Embryolisse Lait-Crème Concentré has become a well sought-after skin cream
for make-up artists and models, but even women away from the spotlight love the skin care
brand.

Since its emergence in 1950, lo-

nationalization and new product

tions and creams from Embryolisse

developments.

have developed into a global suc-

The portfolio includes moisturizers,
cleansers, and
nourishing and antiaging creams

cess story, with celebrity models

Embryolisse’s products are avail-

and their make-up artists using

able in 20 countries, with the USA

the facial cream as a base for

and Asia both being key markets,

make-up. The French derma-

each importing about 10% of Em-

tologist who founded Embryolisse

bryolisse’s total production. Even in

probably did not foresee the ef-

Japan, Embryolisse opened a sales

fect his new development would

office seven years ago. “Demand

have on the cosmetics market.

for our dermo-cosmetic creams is

“It was his aim to create a cream

really surging,” says Mr. Cassam

that supports healthy and natural

Chenai. “In France, our products

tion for the body. The company’s

has become a great success, giv-

skin, using only a few ingredients

are recommended by dermatolo-

portfolio includes moisturizers,

ing the cream a glamour factor

to prevent irritation and excessive

gists. Nevertheless, we offer cos-

cleansers and make-up removers,

that attracts new customers. “We

strain on the skin,” points out CEO

metics and not medical products,

nourishing products, Artist Secrets

are optimistic about our future.

Alain Cassam Chenai. His wife

and our tests are as strict as those

and anti-aging creams, addressing

Sales figures in pharmacies, in our

took over the established brand in

of the medical industry.” The best-

women between 35 and 65 years

online shop and at our points of

1994 before Mr. Cassam Chenai

seller is Embryolisse Lait-Crème

of age.

sale have shown that our products

himself joined the business in

Concentré, which is available as

2004, promoting the brand’s inter-

a cream for the face and as a lo-

meet the high expectations of our
“Many make-up artists use our

customers,” adds Mr. Cassam

creams at fashion shows, when

Chenai. “We will enter into even

models are permanently made

closer contact with the customer

up, or at film and theater sets. Our

within the next few years.”

products regulate and nourish
the skin and are a good foundation for any make-up. The skin
retains its natural balance, and
due to the simplicity of our formulations, the risk of allergies is
minimized,” stresses Mr. Cassam
Chenai. Embryolisse’s latest range
Embryolisse’s creams are loved by make-up artists
EUROPEAN

business

for make-up artists, Artist Secrets,

❙

Embryolisse Paris

16 rue Danton
92130 Issy-Les-Moulineaux
France
 +33 1 58 88 80 80
 +33 1 58 88 80 81
 info@embryolisse.com
 www.embryolisse.com
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Interview with Dominique Liuzzo, President of SIMON SAS

A company’s bread and butter

Around 4,000 years ago, butter became a basic and important food. It all started, so the
story goes, one hot day when a Nomad tied a pouch of milk to his horse’s neck and later
found out that the heat and shaking had transformed the milk into a tasty yellow product.
Interestingly, modern butter, manufactured and processed by scientific methods, has not
changed very much from the earliest product and still plays a pivotal role in our daily lives.
Today, France has the highest butter consumption in Europe, with SIMON SAS in Cherbourg
as a leading manufacturer of butter machinery.
of the food industry,” explains
PROFLEX – SIMON’s latest innovation to
further improve the butter-making process

President Dominique Liuzzo.
“Apart from our broad range of
butter making machines, among
others, we offer machines for the
continuous blending of ingredients
for the food industry. Our aim has
always been to offer more than sophisticated machines. We want to
support customers with complete
solutions including outstanding
services such as modernization,
tele assistance or remote maintenance.” 80% of all products are
sold abroad. India and Asia in general represent strong markets for

SIMON’s history dates back to

An exceptional pioneering spirit

especially in the former Soviet Un-

SIMON with huge future potential.

1856 and is closely connected to

has always been a main charac-

ion, a direct train line to the factory

SIMON’s latest innovation PRO-

Normandy, a region with a pre-

teristic of SIMON. In 1950, the

was established.

FLEX will again improve the butter

dominantly agricultural character.

company acquired a patent al-

When Mr. Simon founded the

lowing the continuous production

Today, SIMON is part of the

the company’s leading market

company, it first concentrated on

of butter, which, back then, was

Bretèche group and has 50 em-

position.

welding processes and the produc-

an important innovation. SIMON

ployees. Contimab machinery

tion of boilers. Many machines

named the machine La Conti-

remains the core of its portfolio.

were used by farmers, and as the

mab. Contimab symbolized a real

Besides, complementing systems

region was rich in dairy farms, SI-

market breakthrough. To satisfy

are offered. “Our machines are de-

MON started working on innovative

consistently increasing demand,

veloped to satisfy different needs

machinery to make butter. Due to
constant machine improvement,
SIMON soon had an excellent
reputation at home and abroad.
In 1880, it sold its first machine to
Great Britain and was honoured
with an exportation award on the
occasion of the Paris world’s fair
of 1900.
EUROPEAN
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SIMON presents its
innovative butter
machines at international fairs such as
the Anuga

process – and further strengthen

❙

SIMON SAS

Atelier Composite
Base Navale de Cherbourg
BP 540
50105 Cherbourg-Octeville
CEDEX
France
 +33 233 430918
 +33 233 442632
 contact@simon-sas.com
 www.simon-sas.com
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Interview with Jean Henin, CEO of Pellenc ST

Strengthening
the circular economy
Provided they are suitably sorted and recycled, virtually all materials can have a second life.
Batteries, biodegradable waste, clothing, electronics, garments, glass, metals, paper, plastics
and a lot more contain valuable raw materials that can be reclaimed and processed into new,
useful products. The benefits of recycling for the economy and the environment are undisputed today, and Pellenc Selective Technologies in Pertuis, France, is one of the pioneers in
making these benefits work. The French enterprise has been bringing optical sorting technology to the waste and recycling industry since the turn of the century and emerged as a
global leader in its field.

Effective recycling depends on ef-

firm under the name of Pellenc SA

products rather than the sophisti-

Technologies was officially estab-

fective waste sorting. Separating

that manufactured high-technology

cated handling technology itself.

lished. Needless to say, there has

the different elements contained

equipment for the fruit, grape and

Refuse not being as fragile as fruit,

been no standstill of development

in waste streams is essential to

olive industries. In the course of

industrial speed could be raised

since. “Waste is more difficult to

reclaim useful materials, minimize

development, this firm introduced

considerably by using non-contact

separate than other products due

the amount of discarded material

many successful electronics and

technologies, so Pellenc replaced

to influences such as dirt, humidity

and allow recyclable materials to

software products as well as sev-

its robots by air jet systems. Near-

and temperature,” says CEO Jean

find a new use. Pellenc Selective

eral fruit picking robots. When

infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is

Henin. “We serve the waste and

Technologies has pioneered the

French legislation made sorting for

another key technology that was

recycling industry at two levels:

design and manufacture of sort-

recycling a necessity in 1992, the

born in the agricultural sector and

firstly the collective points for pri-

ing equipment for the waste and

robotics technology was adapted to

adapted to real-time plastics rec-

mary separation and secondly the

recycling industry all along. The

waste sorting. It soon became obvi-

ognition. The portfolio was there

recycling companies specializing

company was founded by Roger

ous, however, that the added value

now to create a new company,

Pellenc, who first established a

lay in the sensors recognizing the

and in 2001 Pellenc Selective

More difficult to separate
than other products,
waste is reliably sorted
with Pellenc machines

EUROPEAN
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All components and the
equipment itself are manufactured and assembled at
the Pellenc site in Pertuis
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››› Interview with Jean Henin, CEO of Pellenc ST
Pellenc ST

Mr. Henin in this context. “We in-

with innovations such as a new

125 Rue François Gernelle
84124 Pertuis
France

tend to support specialized office

software architecture, visible spec-

paper recycling solutions, as they

troscopy, dual-energy X-ray trans-

will help to raise the recovery value.

mission, flake sorting, organic and

 +33 4 90094790
 +33 4 90793819

As it is, we do not consider the sale

wood sorting, and a complete range

of production machines our main

of solutions for paper sorting. While

purpose, but influencing and pro-

recycling is accepted as a necessity

moting the cycle of economy in the

in most industrialized nations today,

recycling market.” Pellenc lives up

the situation is still different in many

to this aim with robust, innovative,

developing countries. Pellenc ST

high-performance solutions for new

considers it a necessity to present

projects and the improvement of

economically successful models to

existing sorting and recycling cent-

work a change for the better. “In

ers. “The fact that our machines

Brazil we have been able to achieve

are extremely robust means a high

the first promising results and in-

level of operational safety for our

troduce landfill alternatives,” points

clients,” emphasizes the company’s

out Mr. Henin. “Sorting is part of

 contact@pellencst.com
 www.pellencst.com

in fine sorting technologies. Up

lighting, optical head, injection bar

CEO. “Cost efficiency is another im-

waste management, and the more

to 80% of our machines are inte-

and electrical cabinet as well as the

portant asset that is greatly appreci-

effectively it is done, the greater the

grated in processing cycles and

equipment itself are manufactured

ated by machine users. Moreover,

benefits both under environmental

installed to form the actual brain of

and assembled at the Pellenc site

we offer competent and reliable

and economic considerations.”

a system.”

in Pertuis. As much as 10% of

customer service and support.”
A pioneer and leader in technol-

the company’s resources is dediWith more than 1,000 machines

cated to research and innovation,

Pellenc optical sorting machines

ogy in the optical sorting industry

installed worldwide, Pellenc ST is

promoting new developments and

cover virtually every application in

for decades now thanks to ongo-

the recognized leader where optical

patented solutions, for example

the sorting market, from materials

ing research and development,

sorting machines are concerned.

new sorting technologies for organic

recovery and recycling facilities

Pellenc ST is firmly focused on

The technologies used to sort

waste or office paper. “The amount

right through to special applications

international expansion. The fact

household and industrial waste

of office paper in comparison to

such as construction and demoli-

that 75% of the company’s sys-

materials are near infrared, middle

newspapers is rising, as the In-

tion waste recycling, cable sorting

tems are sold outside its French

infrared, vision and induction tech-

ternet is becoming the preferred

and many more. Convinced that it

domestic market confirms its in-

nologies. All components including

source of information,” points out

is better to reclaim and reuse raw

ternational recognition. At present,

materials than merely using waste

the group has operational bases in

as a source of energy in incinera-

Europe, the USA and Asia, sales

tion processes, Pellenc ST contin-

and customer service bases in

ues to develop and strengthen the

North America, South America and

circular economy in its domestic

Europe, and agencies in Middle

market and abroad. Regulations

America, Europe and Asia. Pellenc

vary in virtually each of the 40

ST itself generates revenues worth

countries where the company oper-

22 million EUR with a dedicated

ates, and laws related to the end of

workforce of 112 and has every-

landfill operations and the introduc-

thing it takes to maintain or even

tion of waste sorting have resulted

strengthen its position as a leader

in major advances, particularly in

in optical sorting for the global

the industrialized world. Pellenc

waste handling and recycling in-

ST has facilitated this development

dustry.

Equipped with special technology,
Pellenc optical sorting machines
cover virtually every application
in the sorting market

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Agnès Michaud, Export Product Manager at Saint Jean

Convenient cuisine that is
heaven sent
In an era of hectic lives, time has become a sacred commodity. For many years, people
turned to fast food and ready-made meals to compensate for the time crunch, but today they
want to return to the unadulterated flavour of home-cooked dishes made without additives or
preservatives. Cooking from scratch is sinfully labourious, however, leaving consumers with
a feeling of choosing between time and taste. Saint Jean, based in the Rhône-Alpes region
of France, manages to bring together home cooking and time efficiency. Its ready-to-cook
French food favourites save consumers time while offering flavour that is nothing less than
divine.
Saint Jean has a wide range of

Ravioles du Dauphiné, a traditional food of the Rhône-Alpes
region, is not like the ravioli
most people know

fresh and frozen pasta and other
products that can be prepared in
a matter of minutes. Its flagship
food is its ravioles du Dauphiné,
a regional specialty available from
Saint Jean both fresh and frozen.
The traditional food was eaten
already during the Roman Empire. Ravioles fell out of popularity

century. Cheese later replaced

tury that ravioles became part of

guarantees the superior quality of

for many years, but demand for

the traditional turnip filling of the

gourmet cuisine. “Ravioles du

the certified product over that of

Dauphiné cannot be compared

similar products on the market.

them grew again during the

19th

past. It was only in the

20th

cen-

to other ravioli,” explains Export
Product Manager Agnès Michaud.

The company’s stuffed pasta does

“They are made with a very fine

not end with ravioles. It also pro-

flour and cook in water in just one

duces ravioli, raviolini, tortelloni,

or two minutes. Our fresh ravioles

cannelloni, cappelletti and fagot-

are small squares of pasta that

tini. There are more traditional fill-

come in a sheet.” From this first

ings, such as spinach and ricotta,

product, Saint Jean developed

as well as Saint Jean’s original cre-

new variations for a full range of

ations, like goat cheese and pesto.

ravioles. The original contains

For hobby chefs looking for fresh

Comté cheese with parsley and

pasta to complete a meal, there is

fromage blanc, and some of the

tagliatelle made with fresh eggs, as

newer flavours include goat cheese

well as lasagne noodles.

and herbs, basil, and Saint Marcellin cheese. The ravioles du
Quenelles, a traditional dumpling which often contains pike

Dauphiné bear the Label Rouge, a

›››

red label from the French Ministry
of Agriculture assuring quality. It
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››› Interview with Agnès Michaud, Export Product Manager at Saint Jean

Saint Jean

44 Avenue des Allobroges
26106 Romans-sur-Isère
France
 +33 4 75058380
 +33 4 75026715
 contact@saint-jean.fr
 www.saint-jean.fr

Saint Jean offers a range of
ravioles, traditional stuffed
dough pouches, in many
varieties

Another regional specialty in Saint

vegetable version in the Supreme

pan-fried dishes include polenta

uct lines have organic options. It

Jean’s assortment is quenelle, an

Soufflés line. Saint Jean even

in two varieties, gnocchi, mini-

combines its traditional recipes

oblong dumpling often made with

stretches the flavour palette further

quenelles and duchess potatoes.

and methods of preparation with

fish, whose history dates back

with poultry quenelles and quenel-

In its delicatessen products, Saint

EU-certified organically grown in-

nearly 2,000 years. King Louis XV

les refined with different kinds of

Jean offers fresh sauces and fro-

gredients. Saint Jean makes it easy

served the dish at his banquets,

mushrooms such as morels, por-

zen meals such as different kinds

to maintain an organic lifestyle

cini and chanterelles.

of risottos and quenelles. The line

without compromising on conveni-

of fresh ready meals comprises

ence.

and in the

19th

century, pike,

which was abundant in the Saône
and Dombe Rivers, was first used.

The company also lets its inno-

ravioles gratin, risottos and Saveurs

Poultry sometimes replaced fish, in

vative side shine through with a

Express meals for the microwave.

particular when seafood was less

collection of pan-fried favourites

readily available. The company of-

in the à Poêler line. “We offer five

Staying on top of trends, Saint

fers varieties with pike, shrimp and

kinds of ravioles that are crispy on

Jean is also aware of the need to

morels, and crayfish, but veggie

the outside while the filling stays

explore organic products. As a

lovers will also delight in the five-

soft,” Ms. Michaud says. Other

result, all of the company’s prod-

EUROPEAN
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Interview with Gilles Saada, Founder, Owner and Managing Director of CMBB SARL

Removing interior damage
From time to time, landlords or tenants redecorate their homes. However, in case of damage,
homes often need more than that, a complete overhaul. That is where the French company
CMBB SARL comes in. The home renovation expert in Maisons Alfort near Paris specializes in
repairing damage and restoring interiors. Mainly active in the region of Paris so far, CMBB is
well on the way to expanding its geographical reach by establishing branches across France.

The headquarters of CMBB in Maisons Alfort near Paris

Repairing damage caused by water, fire or other
natural disasters

Reliable and on schedule, completely restored homes

In 2000 Gilles Saada founded the

Saada. “They place the order, and

ple, in Spain some 65% opt for the

contacts with the insurance com-

home renovation company CMBB

we are responsible for the renova-

service. For us that is a positive

panies, we are competent, and

with a focus on a special target

tion. We do everything. We have

future outlook. The service market

we have an efficient organization.

group. “When I set up the compa-

the specialists for all sorts of repairs

is growing, and in France, too, a

I developed a proprietary software

ny, I had the idea of working exclu-

in apartments. We are specialized

growing number of claimants will

system which greatly enhances op-

sively for insurance companies as

in fixing damage from water, fire

opt for the service by a profes-

erations. The insurance companies

target customers,” says Mr. Saada.

and other disasters, and we repair

sional service provider.”

love the system, as they get re-

The idea proved to be a winning

everything that can be damaged

formula, as the development of

from floors, ceilings and wiring

There are 2,500 home renovation

available in-house. In the future

CMBB well documents. Today, the

through to paintwork. Moreover, we

companies in France with a similar

we will further expand our reach

one-man business of then is now a

also evaluate the damage.”

business model. “Even so, we rank

with branches across France. Ten

company with a staff of 130 and a

ports with all the data that are not

with the biggest, as most competi-

branches within the next four years

turnover of seven million EUR gen-

In case of damage in their homes,

tors do not concentrate on insur-

is the declared target.”

erated at the headquarters in Mai-

claimants can choose whether

ance and we do,” adds Mr. Saada.

sons Alfort plus another 600,000

to take the money or have the

“We generate 85% of the turn-over

EUR generated at the new branch

home renovated. “In France, the

from insurance claims. The prices

in Marseilles, which was inaugu-

market is different from other Eu-

are fixed, and they are low. The

rated last year.

ropean markets,” underlines the

business model can only be profit-

Managing Director. “Most French

able if you have a sufficient num-

“We have secured basic agree-

claimants opt for the money. Just

ber of orders. Concentrating on

ments with most of the French in-

15% opt for the service by a home

insurance, we have secured suf-

 +33 1 48850062
 +33 1 48851487

surance companies,” explains Mr.

renovation contractor. For exam-

ficient amounts. We have excellent

 info@cmbb.eu
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Interview with Christophe Castaldo, President of Garonne Concassage Criblage SAS

A crush on crushing
France is the second-largest producer of waste in the European Union. Looking at other
countries, such as Germany, Scandinavia or the Netherlands, the country is still an average
performer in terms of recycling. Companies such as Garonne Concassage Criblage SAS
operate successfully in this niche market with its many opportunities.

Garonne Concassage Criblage is known for its wide array of new and used machines, available for rent or for purchse

“It is one of our main character-

by step, we integrated recycling

recognized as highly reliable and

of all different sizes. They appreci-

istics that we have always been

and road construction machinery

innovative. The range embraces

ate having the opportunity to rent

open to new ideas,” says President

to offer solutions for different kinds

both fixed machines and mobile

machines for up to three years and

Christophe Castaldo. “Traditionally,

of needs. We not only deal in new

ones. In terms of recycling, we are

to benefit from technical support

we focused on high-performing

machines but also distribute and

responsible for the installation of

and after-sales services. In the

machinery for quarrying, which

rent out used ones.” Along with

complete plants. Those turnkey so-

future, Garonne Concassage Cri-

is still an essential activity. But in

the ongoing expansion of its port-

lutions definitely set us apart from

blage will strengthen its focus on

addition, we started concentrating

folio, the company itself changed

the market.”

recycling machines and exports.

more and more on the area of re-

from an SARL to an SAS. Garonne

cycling because we are convinced

Concassage Criblage has eight

Among Garonne Concassage Cri-

sees a lot of potential in Algeria,

that it opens up many interesting

employees now and recorded

blage’s customers are private and

Morocco and the French overseas

opportunities.”

turnover of ten million EUR. It

public institutions and companies

departments and territories.

Besides France, the company

❙

stresses that it not only offers highToday, Garonne Concassage

performing machinery but always

Criblage’s portfolio is based on

keeps an eye on services. “As we

the three pillars of machinery for

consider ourselves a trustworthy

quarry, recycling and road con-

partner of our customers, we de-

struction. The company stocks

liver machines, install them, give

crushers, screeners and conveying

instructions on how to use them

systems, among other equipment.

best and offer training for employ-

“In 2008, we started importing,

ees,” points out Mr. Castaldo. “We

distributing and renting quarry ma-

work with renowned brands such

chines from Ireland, Switzerland

as GIPO in Switzerland or McClo-

and Italy,” says Mr. Castaldo. “Step

skey in Ireland, which are widely

EUROPEAN
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Garonne Concassage Criblage SAS
ZAC de Serres
19, Rue des Vieilles Vignes
31410 Noé
France
 +33 5 61981356
 +33 5 61982164
 gcc@groupegaronne.fr
 www.groupegaronne.fr
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Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group

Top promotional textiles
The European fashion market is very competitive and highly price-sensitive. This is why
many suppliers choose to concentrate on a specific segment of the market. Top-Tex Group is
a brilliant example of a successful segmentation strategy. The French company has carved
out a niche for itself in the sector of promotion wear and corporate fashion. By offering an
unrivalled, large selection of top-quality textile brands at competitive prices, it meets the demands of finishers and suppliers across Europe.

Top-Tex is a major European sup-

pants, softshell jackets and caps to

(teamwear), K-up (headwear) and

added to the constantly growing

plier of textiles and clothing for

gloves, scarves, underwear, towels,

Kimood (luggage and accessories).

portfolio was K-up in 2014. Today,

the promotion wear and corporate

sportswear, shoes, bags, umbrel-

Top-Tex is the leading distribu-

Top-Tex employs a total of 100

fashion markets. The French

las and aprons. “We market more

tor for promotion wear brands in

people and has annual sales of 80

company offers more than 1,500

than 40 internationally renowned

France and the Benelux countries.

million EUR. In France and the

individually customizable cloth-

brands, such as Fruit of the Loom,

ing and textile products (30,000

Gildan, B & C or Russell Europe,”

Top-Tex was founded by Laurent

skus), ranging from T-shirts, polo

explains Managing Director Lau-

Marti in 1994, following the take-

shirts, sweatshirts, sweaters,

rent Marceau, who had been with

over of the textile distribution com-

Top-Tex is very successful with its

Russel before joining Top-Tex

pany IPC Distribution in Toulouse.

four own brands, which contribute

five years ago. The company also

In the 1990s, Top-Tex established

one third to the company’s over-

distributes four own brands: Kari-

subsidiaries in Bordeaux, Nantes

all revenues. The Kariban brand

ban (corporate clothing), ProAct

and Strasbourg and created the

comprises more than 240 prod-

Kariban brand. In 2001, the

ucts: a diverse range of classic

company reorganized its distribu-

promotional textiles, from casual to

tion network and centralized all

corporate, including a special Vin-

logistics operations in Toulouse.

tage collection. “Kariban features

Two years later, Top-Tex acquired

a large collection of modern, prêt-

a competitor in Belgium, Action

à-porter fashion which is enjoyable

Tee. In 2008/2009, the sub-brand

to wear,” Mr. Marceau describes

Kariban Sport and the sportswear

the brand philosophy. “This means

brand ProAct were created. In

that the customer logo on the gar-

2010, a new logistics center was

ment is visible for a long time and

opened in Heppignies, Belgium.

thus provides the end customer

2011 saw the launch of the lug-

with a sustainable added value.”

gage brand Kimood and the exten-

Kimood offers over 200 stylish,

sion of the group’s warehousing

contemporary bags for business,

facilities in Toulouse to 25,000 m2

sports, relaxation, travel, shop-

of storage space. The last brand

ping and many other applications.

Benelux countries, the company
has its own sales representatives.

K-up, the newest Top-Tex brand,
includes a wide choice of
K-up is the newest Top-Tex brand and
includes a wide choice of contemporary
headwear
EUROPEAN
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››› Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group

The Kariban range features a large selection of modern, prêt-à-porter fashion

ProAct is the company’s team sportswear brand for all ages and sports

headwear and accessories, such

supervised.” Top-Tex supplies to

logos and other corporate advertis-

further,” explains Mr. Marceau.

as caps, hats, scarves and gloves.

promotion wear and corporate

ing messages. “We only reach the

“Nevertheless, we always focus on

The extensive range of store

fashion businesses and finish-

end customer through those com-

brands is rounded off by ProAct,

ers that customize the textiles by

panies processing our products

which offers a complete line of

printing or embroidering customer

›››

team sportswear for children and
adults. “We cover the entire processing chain from A to Z,” says
Mr. Marceau. “The products are
designed and developed in France
and manufactured in Bangladesh
and China. Before being shipped
to Europe, all textiles are subject
to rigid quality controls by our
own structure in Hong Kong,
where all factories are visited and
EUROPEAN

business

Kimood offers over 200 stylish,
contemporary bags for all applications
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››› Interview with Laurent Marceau, Managing Director of Top-Tex Group
Top-Tex Group

13 Avenue du Girou
31620 Villeneuve-les-Bouloc
France
 +33 5 61006200
 +33 5 61006201
 contact@toptex.fr
 www.toptex.fr

In brief
Core Competence

Promotional textile distribution

Facts & Figures

• Founded: by Laurent Marti in 1994
• Structure: privately owned enterprise
• Branch offices: Belgium, Italy, Portugal
• Employees: 100
• Turnover: 80 million EUR
• Export: Europe, USA

Products & Services

More than 1,500 promotion wear and corporate fashion
products, including four own brands (30,000 skus)

Target Groups

the final user: firms and organiza-

fill every customer order within 24

tions employing our products as

hours. In our business, efficient

advertising tools.”

logistics and warehousing are the

The comprehensive selection of

keys to success.”

international brand-name manufacturers and its more than 20

To acquire new customers, Top-Tex

years of experience in the promo-

advertises in various trade journals

tion wear market enable Top-Tex

and participates in major exhibi-

to offer top-quality textiles at very

tions, including the CTCO fair in

competitive prices and exceptional

Lyon, France, one of the main Eu-

value for money. “We negotiate

ropean events for the promotional

the best prices for our customers

garments and gifts industry, and

throughout the year,” states Mr.

Stuttgart’s TV TecStyle Visions in

Marceau. In marketing its prod-

Germany, the leading European

ucts, Top-Tex makes extensive use

trade fair for textile decoration and

of digital distribution channels.

promotion. Top-Tex is constantly

“We receive most of our orders

introducing novel products. “We

through the Internet,” says Mr.

change about 10% of our product

Marceau. “Europe has become

range on an annual basis,” states

a village; the markets are open.”

Mr. Marceau. In the near future,

Thanks to its large warehousing

Top-Tex wants to further grow its

capacity in France and Belgium,

market presence in Europe. “We

Top-Tex guarantees the flexible

are continuing to develop our

meeting of customer demands and

own Kariban clothing brand and

swift deliveries at the shortest no-

to strengthen our position in fast-

tice. “We have more than ten mil-

evolving promotion wear markets

lion articles in permanent stock,”

such as Germany and the UK.”

❙

explains Mr. Marceau. “We aim to

B2B: decorators (screenprinters, embroiderers), workwear,
advertising agencies, promotional resellers

Fairs & Exhibitions

CTCO Lyon, France; TV TecStyle Visions Stuttgart, Germany

Philosophy

Large choice of top textiles, competitively priced and
promptly delivered

Future

Further development of the Kariban clothing brand and
enhanced geographical expansion in Europe

Top-Tex offers more than
30,000 promotional wear and
corporate fashion articles

EUROPEAN
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